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INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the premise of object-oriented high resolution remote sensing image analysis. Accurate segmentation determines the success or failure of subsequent remote sensing image processing. Image segmentation is that the images dividing into several connected regions do not overlap each other according to certain rules. The algorithms are going based on the two basic characteristics of general brightness values, namely discontinuity and similarity. The first kind of method is based on the brightness of the discontinuous changes, such as the edge of the image, etc. Other is dividing images into the similar area according to the standards set, the threshold processing, for examples, threshold processing, regional growth, region separation and aggregation (Rafael C G,2002) . With the enlargement of the application domain, image segmentation gradually becomes the key technology in the field of remote sensing image processing, pattern recognition and computer vision.
RELATED WORKS
Since the advantage of remote sensing image object-oriented information extraction is more and more obvious, many scholars has been done a lot of research on the issues of multiple features fusion, multi-scale and multi-temporal high resolution remote sensing image segmentation. Especially the spectrum graph theory is widely used in data dimension reduction, clustering and image segmentation (Zhang Tao,2009; Cui Weihong, 2010) .
The idea of adopting graph theory technology to image segmentation was first put forward in 1971 by Zahn(1971) 
Band weighted distance function to obtain the edge weight value
The image is taken as an undirected graph G= (V,E) and image pixel as the vertex figure calculating formula is generated as in equation (1):
Where w(u,v) is connecting adjacent vertices (pixels) u and the edge v weights, l is the band number, w i is distance weight for band i, (3):
where w(u,v)= result of edge detection .
Segmentation algorithm based on minimum spanning tree
It is on the basis of image graph model that Segmentation algorithm based on minimum spanning tree adopts the bottom-up (merger) strategy to generate multiple minimum spanning tree according to certain principles. The clustering (divided) algorithm can be described as:
The 
The adaptive region merging with texture information
After the initial segmentation result is obtained by minimum spanning tree segmentation method, we count the spectrum, texture, shape and other characteristics and define region adjacency graph by region edge weight function which is designed to look region as vertex. Region edge weight function as the measurement of feature difference is also the cost function of region merging. Therefore we take the feature fusion that is the best regional feature differences into a weight function to make the minimum edge weight in the same type adjacent region.
Mumford and Shah have put forward Mumford-Shah model to represent the segmentation, and transform the optimal segmentation into minimize Mumford Shah -energy function (namely the minimum fitting error). Koepfler has simplified the Mumford Shah model as in equation (4): (5):
The merging need reduce the energy of function, Redding has put forward the improved full  -schedule, the merging criteria for equation (6).
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The region merging use We calculate weighted coefficient through regional distribution of standard deviation, then the region merging criteria can be rewritten as in equation (7).  are the two area objects normalized gray standard deviation . When both the conditions are entirely consistent with each other, RanIndex is 1.
Evaluation

THE EXOERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of the method in this to obtain the results shown in Figure 6 , the results of the quantitative analysis shown in Table 2 . order to obtain the high segmentation accuracy, fast speed of operation and automatic segmentation.
